* A specialist in history of sciences with special emphasis on history of sciences in Russian Empire and the Soviet Union. His early publications concerned Mendeleev and the conditions of science-making beyond the centers (e.g. Gordin 2004; 2008; 2009) as well as the history of the atomic bomb (Gordin 2007; 2010) . His next works dealt with the history of pseudoscience on the examples of Immanuel Velikovsky and Trofim Lysenko (Gordin 2012a; 2012b) and, as co-author, the history of the category of rationality during the Cold War (Erickson et al. 2013) . In his last book he studied the history of the languages of science before the dominance of English (Gordin 2015) . His current project looks at the history of Prague as a scientific city at the crossroads of cultures.
JS: I would like to start by asking about what moved you to your new project. You started by doing Russian and Soviet history of science and now your new project is about Prague. What moved you to turn to Prague? What is particularly appealing to you as a historian of science there?
MG: I started working on Imperial Russia and I tremendously enjoyed the Russian intellectual trajectory, the sources, the language. I found aspects of the research interesting, but I wanted to pursue other options. I was frustrated by the way Russian history of science is separated from the other histories of science. So I looked for ways to connect Russian history of science to German history of science, to French history of science etc. One of the figures who I dealt with in the Mendeleev story 1 was Bohuslav Brauner, 2 a Czech chemist who was the first inorganic chemist at the Czech University after the universities split in 1882. He approached Mendeleev and they had an extensive correspondence; Mendeleev serves as a kind of mentor to him. Because of earlier reading I was interested in Czech literature and I thought: why not learn some Czech and see what I can dig out here. I never ended up pursuing this project because Brauner is actually very well studied, but I did learn the Czech material. Then I worked on Cold War topics. And as I started moving back to earlier times, the Czech case became particularly appealing because it provided almost a laboratory. You have two philosophy faculties side by side from 1882 to 1939/45 that are doing similar kind of research with very little contact between them. I thought this would be a good way of exploring national styles of doing science. This is not how I want to proceed now, but it got me interested in the very complex environment of Central Europe, with certain dominant discourses provided by the Russians and the Soviets, earlier by the Germans and the Austrians, and then various competing national discourses -the Czechs, the Poles etc. -all challenging those dominant discourses. That is what makes it a very lively period and region. I later realized that what also made the artistic literature so good was the mixture of cultures and their mutual engagement, and I wanted to bring parts of that perspective into the history of science. So that is why I shifted to Prague. It was a project I started around the year 2000 and it took a long time for me to get back to it. MG: In Prague we certainly see a kind of separation between the Czechs and Germans; at least, the Germans believed they were separated. The Czechs in the late nineteenth century could function in an ordinary society without actually interacting extensively with Germans, unless they wanted to deal with high banking, high industry or the elite levels of academia. Whereas the Germans had to live in a world surrounded by Czechs, especially around 1910, when they comprised around 7% of the population in Prague. So they were not actually separate, although their discourse presented them as if they indeed were separate and not interacting.
JS
The thing that interests me about the dominant discourse is to figure out precisely how much interaction there really was. One of the differences about how I look at this question as a historian of science in contrast to my colleagues who are general historians is that many of them think that history of science is a specialized subject that has little connection to their topics. Their dominant issues are national discourse, state formation, social movements. The history of science presents a special perspective on these phenomena, because the community of scientists is relatively small, and it tended to be at least partially transnational, partially multilingual. So it possesses many of the features "normal historians" deal with looking at the larger scale, but in some respects is more tractable. What historians of science do is social and cultural history, but of a sort that is sometimes harder to look at from the bigger picture. With German science in Prague you actually have a microcosm of bigger phenomena. MG: This worked for the philosophers but also worked against them. When Rudolf Carnap 3 was hired in 1931, he was hired at the natural sciences faculty and not the philosophy faculty. This resembles an arrangement which Einstein had also set up in Berlin earlier for Hans Reichenbach. 4 The idea was that it is time for natural sciences to work on their own philosophy, separate from the philosophy of the Brentano School and other kinds of philosophy the physicists did not care for.
5 So philosophers sometimes gain through this separation. Ernst Mach's chair was entirely in Physics when he was in Prague, when he moved to Vienna it included the history and philosophy of physics as well. For the almost thirty years he was in Prague he did a lot of important work in experimental physics, and there is of course also his work in philosophy.
Mach was bilingual. I thought at first that he would not be but there is a good deal of evidence that he was. I found several indications that he would chat with his students in Czech, even if his lectures were entirely in German. He was born in Moravia and lived there through his childhood and he certainly knew enough Czech for small-talk. I had not expected to find that. Because if you read Max Brod's novels and criticism you would not find out that he knew Czech, because it is all in German, and only rarely do Czech words appear. But it is clear from his interaction with people that he knew the language and could speak it fluently. When he has meetings with individuals like Masaryk, however, the conversation seems to have always been in German.
Part of the reason I turned to Prague now is because I wanted to follow on my language book. 7 That book is about the "major languages," the dominant ones like Russian, English, German, and French. The languages which are "smaller" I ignored in the study, because there was no place for them in the dynamics I was focusing on in the text. But I now wanted to see how it looked like in one place with the situation of science in this kind of so-called "minor language". Czech nationalism is so intimately tied to the language. I became interested in the Czech language because I wanted to make the case of Russian science less separate, but I got interested in it once again for its own sake. . You literally cannot translate this idea into Czech. So the Czechs were very constrained: they cannot use religion, they cannot use geography, they cannot use history because the boundary lines have been moved around so many times, so language becomes the one thing they can agree to focus on.
JS: Czechs and Hungarians are actually the most "Habsburg" cultures. GermanAustrian and Poles in Galicia transgress the boundaries.
MG: And in some ways the state of Czechoslovakia becomes a kind of mini-Habsburg Empire when it is was created. It was not a strictly national state. You did not only have Germans in addition to the Czechs, but also Jews, Hungarians, Ruthenians. So it is a kind of microcosm of what existed earlier, except for the fact that there are no South-Slavs. The Czech Republic today is indeed a nation state, but it took a long time for the country to reach that form.
JS: And the Soviets…
MG: Both Soviets and the Nazis were heavily responsible. You need many changes to achieve that goal. MG: I find this a complicated question to answer, because it relies on very contextual definitions of what counts as "political" and what as "intellectual," and those are strongly culture-specific. That is, there are so many variables that one would need to examine: different university cultures (where the Habsburg is not only larger but also older than the Russian), different sensibilities about public discussions in the press, different levels of censorship (although in both cases the censorship was prominent), and so on. I anticipate that if one pushed through and tried to articulate a generalizable "mindset" for Russian scholars, you would find that they shared strong affinities with the Habsburg case, but also bore marked differences. The question would be then how 11 Gellner 1998. 12 Feichtinger 2010. this compared with other, non-Imperial contexts (the Swedes or the Italians, for example), as well as with Western empires. This is a significant topic to tackle, but also a highly challenging one. The obvious way to start − which is necessary but also always going to be partial and incomplete − is with metropoles (Vienna, St. Petersburg, Moscow, for example).
JS: The reason I asked you about Czechs being the

JS: This is interesting in the way of creating different historiographies of science. If you look at the Russian Empire it is a very Moscow-and St. Petersburg-centric history.
MG: Most historiographies of science of the modern period are very university-centric. And Moscow and St. Petersburg are therefore the places people look at, since they have the most significant universities. If you look at the Soviet history, you can find also for example Novosibirsk, which became a major center. But still, most historiography you will find centers on these two locations. This is one of the reasons historians of science working within the Russian frame often leave other Slavic scholars out of the story, because those scholars move beyond these Moscow-St. Petersburg dynamics. The reason it is hard to move beyond this narrative is that the Academy of Sciences and the metropolitan universities control so much, and are indeed so objectively important. I think of this strong focus on the metropoles rather as a virtue not a vice, because it illustrates how elitist the science is and how difficult it is to incorporate a larger diversity of other stories. You have expeditions coming from Moscow and coming back, fostering the knowledge of the provinces. But it is hard to find sources.
JS: You still have cases like the Imperial University in Warsaw.
MG: Yes, you certainly have them. Warsaw is particularly interesting. But if I would say "I am going to do history of Russian science in Warsaw" that would be a difficult statement to justify. Because it would be a history of Russian and Polish science in Warsaw, so it is already a more complex case. Relatively few Russian universities outside of Moscow and Petersburg get studied: Kharkiv and Warsaw are two of the big ones. But there is also Helsinki, which in the 19th century you could subsume under "Russian history of science" − and this gives a good sense of how complicated the question can become. 
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JS: What is your opinion about the thesis of particularity of the empires and their knowledge?
MG: The empires that are studied from this angle are mostly British, French and partly Spanish empires and I do not know the literature that well to draw general conclusions. There are obviously similarities between the Habsburg and Russian cases, but I cannot say whether those similarities stem from the fact that they are empires, that they are landlocked empires, whether it is simply mutual learning, or some other reason. They are, after all, right next to each other and they look at each other. Thus to explore the imperial mindset you mention requires much more work and is an open research question. It also requires that you find the characteristics of, for example, British science in India that are at the same time similar and different from the Russian and Habsburg cases. To figure out whether those similarities or differences are functions of the scientific questions people are asking, whether they are functions of the imperial or state structures, of the time period, or whether they are − and we know this is true − a result of the fact that they all look at each other. Russians look at the British, the British are looking at the Austrians and Austrians are looking at the Germans. Everybody is copying techniques from the others.
One particularity of the history of science as opposed to general history is that it always involves communication across these boundaries. The French scholars are never addressing only the French scholars, they are addressing also the English or the Germans; they have conferences together and they travel to each other's places and they see what is going on. So at the very least what was happening was transnational. If it is "global" is another, more complicated question, because some parts of the globe − like Latin America − have largely been excluded from these exchanges. Part of the reason we know so little about Latin American science in the 19 th century is that not much scholarship has been produced about them, at least as compared with the overwhelming density of literature on German science, British science in the colonies, and English science in the metropoles. About the rest of Europe and the Empires, we just know much less. For the scale of Russian and Soviet science, we have much less historiography than you would expect there to be.
JS: And I would even add that these central historiographies would really profit from looking at what is happening in different parts of their states and empires. For instance in the ways of hierarchies: while both German and French are quite monolingual sciences, or are in the process of getting monolingual in the nineteenth century, when the Germans were getting out of the complex about the French and the French developed complexes about the Germans.
MG: If you look at the time of Napoleon, this makes much more sense and you see how strong this complex is. The British had a French complex too, and you can find a great deal of it by doing a comparison between these two. The missing part of the puzzle is always knowing the other historiography. This has been an improvement in the historiography of science lately. Historians of science looking at a particular science are required to know about the other historiographies as well. They are limited linguistically -if you are for instance a historian of the French Empire you might not read German and then you can read only what is available in English and French. So the more translations there are, the more multiple publications there are, the better the picture of interchange and interactions.
But it is harder to get people working on the history of science in the empires. When I think about the core historiography of science at present, the emphasis now is on post-war and recent science. This is in part because more science was done in that period than earlier, thus there is more to cover. And considering the scale of the phenomena, it is relatively underexplored. The early nineteenth century seems to me understudied at present. at it. It is not that Polish science is in-between Russian and German science. It is also that individual members of Russian or German scientific community are epistemically in-between. The Polish community is also not homogenous: you have some scholars who are not in-between German and Russian science but are purely German. That is, they are trained in Germany, they studied German science and that is what they do. But there are people who oscillate, who have mixed training, and that produces interesting effects. The national boundary is just not the right way of finding these people. Usually it is by biography, locating people who worked with multiple contacts. Brauner is someone who oscillated between British contacts (he studied in Manchester) and Russian ones, which he cultivated. That is to some extent political, figuring out a language and community he can connect to. This is important for Prague if you are the son of an important nationalist and you are trying to build a Czech university. But it also has some interesting epistemic consequences.
JS. I have the feeling that in Central Europe and its historiography it is
JS: When I was working on the idea of imperial biography in the 19
th century, I analysed Josef Dietl, who is Galician but studies in Vienna and when he comes back to Galicia he is getting very national but it is a peculiar kind of nationalism, very conciliatory. And then I compared him with Masaryk, who is also trained in the very center, and who is a nationalist but also a "humanist" and not a nationalist in the Czech sense. And I connected it with the experience of otherness in Vienna.
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MG: You are right. But you can make this argument for, say, people like Einstein, who is born in Ulm but then he switches his identity to Swiss. Then he worked in a multinational empire, stayed Swiss, and then became German again.
This process of imperial exchange when people go and then they study in multiple places and then come back seems to me very important in how the Habsburg and then Habsburg-German relations emerge. Even after the Austro-Prussian war, the University of Vienna is still part of German university system, as is Zürich. People move among these universities. So there is a way in which scientists are transimperial, M. Gordin, J. Surman SHS 15 (2016) DOI: 10.4467/23921749SHS.16.021.6164
with them all the knowledge, the reports on what they did. This was the project I was working on after finishing the Mendeleev biography, centered on the students who spent time in Heidelberg. In the end, I could not find a way to make the story confinable within a single book. MG: One of the things that struck me this year in Germany is the prominence of Fleck in the conversations on Europe. That is relatively new. He was, as you know, very little read when he was first published, and then Kuhn's success popularizes Fleck, especially through translation. I think one of the reasons he is so popular now is that he comes from a different tradition and provides tools which are more suited to the questions you are asking now. And the differential reception of Bruno Latour is similar. The places he is popular are centers of some kind. He is popular in Russia, popular in France, but I do not know how he suits the pan-European perspective.
One of the issues I was discussing more intensively recently is that there is a rich apparatus which is developed by Czech historians of science, Polish historians of science in the 19 th and early 20 th century, like Emmanuel Rádl 19 for instance. They are not known except for specialists who are writing about this topic; they are certainly not known to the Anglophone community. When I read the early history of science, there is a lot stuff going on which does not get picked up later. The scholarly community does a lot of nice work with Kuhn, Butterfield and Needham at the beginning, but they only picked up certain ideas. And if you get back to these more neglected studies you can pick up different ideas produced by different contexts. I do not know for instance who the Romanian thinkers about science in the early 20 th century were, but they certainly existed and some of them might be interesting and useful for us today. It would be nice to have a more engaged conversation about these different epistemologies. It might be that most of them are no longer relevant, highly tied to the state of 18 Chakrabarty 2000. 19 Emmanuel Rádl (1872-1942) -a Czech biologist, philosopher, science organizer and important intellectualist of the interwar period. His book Geschichte der biologischen Theorien (1905) (1906) (1907) (1908) (1909) played an important role in the historiography of sciences of the early 20th century and had several editions and translations. science at that time. But Fleck is an example of a historian of science who is not. And if you can find more people like Fleck, that would be really fascinating.
JS. Another person who is having a triumphal return right now is Lotman.
MG. And Shklovsky as well. Lotman has a very prominent career, Shklovksky is confined to literary studies, which are very much influenced by Russian formalism. Lotman is everywhere. There was a time of Bakhtin, who was becoming important, but it seems the enthusiasm has somewhat died down. His work was a tool useful for very specific questions, and hard to generalize. Lotman intended to have a system to explain everything and he is being used for that.
Recently I was reading dialectical materialist philosophers, for two reasons. First is the historical interest. They served an important personal function. They were educated in Moscow, but then they come to Prague, or to Brno, linking professional science in the communist states. But they also have occasionally extremely interesting ideas about how science operates. The thinkers that are more interesting are those who were not publishing in Russian, and almost no one reads them, because if you work on dialectical materialism you would assume that everything was in Moscow and was dictated from Moscow. But it was not. If you look at Filosofický časopis, there are a lot of interesting debates with Yugoslav philosophers. There are different questions they are asking because they are removed from the center. Historians always look at the links Prague-Moscow, they do not look at Prague-Warsaw.
JS: It is similar with what has happened in Germany after die Wende. There is a bunch of good historiography of science, which got forgotten and is ignored and is not read anymore.
MG: I am curious if it will stay ignored. Right after World War II a lot of völkisch thought was ostensibly suppressed, for example Carl Schmitt's writings. And then those ideas came back. In some cases it is productive and it some cases it is disturbing. If scholars go back and try to think about some of these writers on their own terms, it may prove rewarding, and the same is true for the Communist writers. If they focus on the ideas not as a pathology that infected philosophy of science or history of science, I think we can find there something interesting. Certainly, if you write on history of science in, for example, communist Poland, you cannot do it without reading what the historians of science working at the time thought was happening. Reading their works on the 18 th -century science will give you a picture on what topics were on the rise in the scientific community. MG: One of the reasons I think this got lost is the predominance in philosophy of science of Anglo-American philosophy, which is in its origin Viennese but has muted all the alternative traditions in a way. And this is why philosophers working now have not typically been interested in these questions. But historians of science should be, because they may have conceptual tools which are quite useful.
JS: Directly after the
JS: And the Viennese tradition of philosophy of science is also connected and similar to Lviv-Warsaw school, which also gets translated in the US, like Tarski.
MG: There are multiple paths by which you go from Mach and Carnap. Early Wittgenstein, Lviv-Warsaw School, also Russell picking it up and bringing it into English. There are lots of different ways it became dominant.
Die Wende has produced a kind of erasure of some of the traditions that were there and this is why I am now interested in Cold War science as a topic. Many institutions of the Cold War are gone, but the Cold War ideologies are still present, although not in a simplistic way. We have the distance today to travel back and uncover some of the ways people were thinking about the system of science we have now while it was still in the process of being erected. And looking at that time provides a very fruitful way of thinking about the science in our current world. I can defend the thesis that the current science system was born in the Cold War, but this would be a topic of a longer conversation.
